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M E S S AG E F ROM OU R C E O

The woman
behind B&A

I believe, now more than ever, in what we do.
Beauty and Wellbeing gives us hope faith and
confidence to overcome even a pandemic. That is
why, responding rapidly to changes in consumers’
lifestyles and mindsets, we continue to grow our
core Beauty and Wellbeing business with transformative initiatives and new digital purchasing experiences. We never compromise on quality or the
heart. Cruelty free & 100% vegan skincare, candle
and diffuser. Amazing products and great inspiration, straight from the world renowned all under
our unifying mission of INNOVATIONS FOR A
BETTER WORLD. Support, love and compassion
is what we stand for. Stay connected and let´s be
each other’s helping hand.

Dear B&A Customers,
I would just like to say THANK YOU for being a part
of our family. I am very grateful for your continued
patronage because B&A wouldn’t be here without
loyal customers like you. We appreciate your trust,
and we’ll do our best to continue to give you the kind
of service you deserve.

Dear B&A Team members,
As a valued member of B&A team, I would like to
take the opportunity to thank you for your hard
work and dedication. Throughout your tenure at
B&A Beauty and Wellbeing, you have stood out as an
employee who has never wavered in your commitment to excellence. I admire your strong work ethic,
personal integrity, kindness and passion. Thank you
for making me a better person every day!

About Us Health and natural beauty are more than everything; we at B&A Cosmet-

ics now more concerned with well-being and skincare and how they affect beauty, rather than simply being beautiful as a stand-alone concept. Sustainable development with
all-natural ingredients combined with powerful antioxidant properties from high-quality gold particles, with help of leading German Dermatologists, we develop to bring the
most outstanding beauty experience to you
4 |
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Who we are?
Before and After Cosmetics is dedicated to encouraging women of any age to enhance her own personal
beauty by providing them natural products enriched
with high-quality mineral gold particles. We stand
true to our words that one’s skin deserves nothing
but the best ingredients. Together, we worked with
leading German dermatologists who shares their expertise and the same passion with us in understanding the different needs of the skin.
We love to celebrate natural beauty – a beauty that is
always genuine. Simple but not plain. We love to be
with every women in their journey to achieving that
glow!

What we offer?
Before and After Cosmetics takes pride on our
luxurious skin care treatment – having 24k gold as
our primary ingredient on all our skin care products.
Who could ever go wrong with gold? Gold, having an inflammatory properties that helps oxygen
to enter into the skin for renewal of the cell. Gold
not only gives that radiant, youthful looking skin it
also provides benefits in many ways such as, slowing
down collagen depletion, increases skin elasticity,
lightening skin complexion and many other benefits
you could’ve ever imagine.
We also take pride that our product offerings are
fermented cosmetics. Normally, your skin cannot
easily absorb the actives of natural ingredients. But
all thanks to the process of fermentation, where it
helps microorganisms break down the molecules into
smaller sizes, so your skin can easily absorb the skin
benefitting ingredients. Because at the end of the day,
that’s what we, at B&A Cosmetics wants you to have
is – best of the best ingredients.

Why Gold?
The anti-aging benefits of gold were known even in
the time of the Queen of Nile, Cleopatra. Gold being
rich in antioxidant and antimicrobial effects known
to be helpful in improving skin circulation and ease
environmental damage, creating even tone and skin
firming effect.
Every women deserves luxurious skin care treatment.
B & A Cosmetics offers 24 karat gold-infused skin
care product. Yup, blink and you’ll see the same! 24
6 |
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Karat – contains the highest concentration of gold
per part. Ensuring that gold benefits are maximize.
Enhancing skin’s radiant glow while protecting it
from free radicals. Still not convince about the skin
benefits that gold could offer? We love to share with
you why we stand firm on our belief that your skin
deserve the just the best ingredients. Together, let us
explore why Cleopatra indulge on gold skin care that
much:
Pure gold protects the skin from free radicals
Pure gold contains high concentration of anti-oxidants and therefore could be helpful for protecting
the skin’s surface from damaged caused by free radicals. Free radicals are capable of unleashing fine lines,
redness and hyper-pigmentation as triggered by sun
damage, pollution, chemicals and any other factors
that you exposed your skin into.
Pure gold helps boost radiance
Gold has brightening properties that makes skin appear radiant. According to experts, gold particles can
reflect light and therefore make the skin appear more
luminous. Say bye bye dull skin!
An overview to our best-selling facial oil!
Consider this facial oil your luxurious pick-me-up
for that healthy glowing skin. Your 2 in 1 protection
for pollution and blue light. Infused with 24k gold
and a blend of superfood seed oils that instantly
melts into the skin revealing that luminous looking
skin after every use.

Where can you check our products?
You may check our entire product listings on our
website at www.beforeandaftercosmetics.com. All
prices given on product pages are inclusive of statutory-value added tax of 19%. Taxes and delivery fees
may vary depending on the country of order. You
have questions and inquiries? You may opt to send
us email or give us some call. Our customer help
desk are very much willing to help and assists you.

What sets us apart?

Yes, that is what we are! Nature friendly products and
is committed to our environment.
Our One Click One Tree Campaign was launched as
part of our movement to be part of saving the environment. Part of the purchases made by our queens
are to be donated to our partner organization – B’N’
Tree: a globally active and climate friendly organization that carries out professional planting of regional
tree species at more than 20 locations worldwide.
Yes, that is what we are! Nature friendly products and
is committed to our environment.

B & A Cares. Our journey to empowering women
to be the best version of themselves doesn’t just end
there. – This is actually just the beginning of something big. Our measurement of growth as a brand
is measured by how much we can give back to our
community and to the environment.

But our commitment to our environment doesn’t just
end there. Did you know that our queens can have
exclusive discount just by sending their used bottles to us? The ever classic, the 3R’s (Reduce, Reuse
& Recycle) will never get old. Yup we care for our
Mother Nature in as much as we care for the skin of
our valued Queens.

Our One Click One Tree Campaign was launched as
part of our movement to be part of saving the environment. Part of the purchases made by our queens
are to be donated to our partner organization – B’N’
Tree: a globally active and climate friendly organization that carries out professional planting of regional
tree species at more than 20 locations worldwide.

B & A Cosmetics continuously pursue taking local actions whereas, production orders are placed
regularly on different sheltered workshops. Indeed,
women empowerment is a big thing for us, but nothing beats the fulfillment of being able to give back to
your community.

As we worked with the leading German dermatologist in formulating the best skin care product for
various skin care needs. We take pride in assuring
you that B &A Cosmetic products are best for the
following skin types. (1) Normal Skin (2) Dry Skin
(3) Oily Skin and (4) Blemish skin.
In line with our commitment
to providing quality, luxurious
beauty products we also take
pride on the fact no
animals were harm nor
tested during the
production of the
products. We
produced products
that are sulfate free,
paraben free,
silicone free and
GMO free.
BEFORE AND AFTER MAGAZINE MAY 2022
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YOUR BEAUTY AND SKINCARE

Healthy Snacking for Skin
The journey to achieving supple
Avocado
There is no doubt that avocado is a green superfood.
glowing skin does not just stop
from topical application of skincare When eaten or applied topically, avocados are a
moisturizer. Rich in fat-soluble vitamins
products. There are plenty of other wonderful
and monounsaturated fats. If you have dry skin, sure
ways to help your skin achieve its avocado is good for your skin – with healthy oils and
best. Along with your smart habits vitamin E, both of which are found in avocado, thus
healthy snacking plays a great role in providing building blocks
for healthy skin function.
achieving your #skingoals.
How do you love your
To all the beauty enthusiasts out there! Bet everyone
has their favorite skincare regimen in their respective
skincare routine, but truth to be told, beautiful skin
starts with nourishment from within. Topical beauty
products are of big help as they cleanse, protect, treat
and hydrate the skin directly but in combination with
healthy food and a healthy lifestyle and habits, you
can achieve healthy and glowing skin.
We'd love to be with you along the way in achieving that dream skin of yours. Let us lay down the
list of wonder foods that you may incorporate in
your healthy snacking that contributes to your skin’s
health a lot.

Salmon

This tender, reddish, firm fish, and is one of the
most popular fish choices in America with varieties
of cooking styles you could do, who could ever go
wrong with it? Salmon is rich in antioxidant which
is of big help in calming inflammation. Fatty fish like
salmon or mackerel are linked with omega-3 fatty
acids, an essential nutrient that helps regulate skin oil
production, balanced hydration, and subdue breakouts. Getting skin benefits of omega-3 through food
can improve your skin’s fatty acid composition and
balances its inflammatory response. Have you taken
some time to look for creative ways to prepare this
fatty fish? May it be a simple dinner or holiday dinner, you can do so many recipes for this fatty fish.

8 |
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avocados to be done?
There are a lot of
avocado recipes
readily available
online; whether you
like it as part of your
toast, or part of your dip
or salad dressing. Sure it
perfectly works for your diet.
But I guess all of you would
agree when I say that avocado
smoothies sound best!

Green Tea

Green tea is most commonly known to be good for
your heart. It is shown to improve blood flow and
cholesterol. What is good for your heart is indeed
good for your brain as well – this pretty much explains why a sip of green tea gives you that extra
focus feels. Green tea is also beneficial for your skin,
yes! you reap too many benefits with just a cup of
green tea from your overall well-being to your skin’s
health. Indeed, green tea is a wonder drink. That
primarily explains why the green tea extract is most
commonly incorporated in your favorite skincare
product. The essential vitamin content of green tea
extracts such as Vitamin B2 balances skin’s natural
oils making your skin more radiant and improves
skin – for youthful skin structure and Vitamin E is
a powerful antioxidant that protects skin from the
harmful damages from UV rays. How about shifting
your usual mornings from coffee to tea? How willing
are you to commit then?

Kale

The love for green is barely undeniable: from salads
to juices and now to skincare! Presenting, Kale!
Consider this as queen of beauty. Rich in Vitamins
C, E, and K – all that works in making your skin look
younger and healthier. Vitamin C - because how
many times do we have to say that this is the top-tier
vitamin in achieving that healthy glowing skin? – An
antioxidant that’s great for brightening skin’s appearance. Bid farewell to dark spots! Vitamin E – an
antioxidant that moisturizes and protects your skin
from sun damage and Vitamin K that helps in dark
spots healing. How ready are you now in preparing
your favorite salads with kale?

Tomatoes

Your most loved pasta topped with marinara sauce?
Well then, it does good for your skin. Aiming for
that healthy-looking skin? You might want to eat
more marinara sauce! No kidding! Tomatoes are
filled with goodies that may give your skin an antioxidant boost to calm inflammation, reduce sun
damage and fight back fine lines. Tomatoes are rich
in lycopene. Lyco-what? Lycopene is a red nutrient
in the carotenoids that give tomatoes their signature
hue. As tomatoes ripen, their lycopene content gets
higher and higher. Wonder why it’s good for you?
According to Dr. Karin Hermoni Ph.D. Head Science
& Nutrition at Lycored, Lycopene is a great food-derived antioxidant with many skin benefits that span
the entire skin wellness spectrum. In addition to that
statement, it is also said that the nutrient not only
quenches free radicals but also induces the body’s
own protection mechanism against oxidative stress
and inflammation, enhancing skin resilience and
allowing skin cells to better cope with the environment. So are you planning to have your pasta filled
with marinara sauce tonight?

did you know...

Tomatoes contain high
contents of potassium
and vitamin C; They have
pore-shrinking properties
and help tighten the skin,
also help reduced acne
and pimples.

Dark Chocolates

Yes, You see it right! So the next time you felt guilty
in indulging yourself to too much sweet. Worry less
now because dark chocolates may be your go-to
comfort food now. Dark chocolate, made from the
seed of the cocoa trees, has one of the best sources of
antioxidants you can find. It is loaded with organic
compounds such as polyphenols, flavonols, and catechins that function as antioxidants that protect the
skin from sun damage and any other environmental
aggressors. Studies have been done already exploring
the antioxidant activity of dark chocolates. Compared to other fruits such as blueberries, it was then
found out that dark chocolate organic compounds
had more antioxidant activity. Worry no more! It
seems that you now meet your go-to comfort food!

Pomegranate

This fruit is believed to have a lot to offer – powerful fruit rich in polyphenol a reducing agent, which
when worked together with vitamin C, vitamin E,
and carotenoids, is referred to as antioxidants which
play a vital role in protecting the body’s tissues
against oxidative stress and associated pathologies
like cancer, heart disease, and inflammation. Polyphenol found in pomegranate includes Anthocyanins, a natural sun protectant and contains both
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties both
are considered to be beneficial for your skin’s health,
on the other hand, pomegranate is said to contain
the highest concentration of ellagic acid a polyphenol
effective in treating wrinkle and inflammation. Apart
from it, it is also said that this has a skin whitening
effect and reduces UV-induced pigmentation. Slack
off with pomegranate smoothie. Share with us your
different ways of incorporating this in your day-today healthy snacking.

We have a long list to go and a day
would not be enough to discuss all
the nutritious food we'd love to recommend. Bottom line, in your journey to achieving healthy skin a lot
of factors have to be considered. No
one benefits from taking care of your
body except you.
BEFORE AND AFTER MAGAZINE MAY 2022
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Spring and Summer

Pantone color description for French
blue by The Pantone Color Institute:
A stirring blue hue that awakens a
vision of Paris in Spring time

FASHION COLOR 2022
Spring is just right around the corner and it is perhaps one of your favorite season. Who wouldn’t even
love this season right? Every season gives different
feeling of nostalgia and gives you a lot of things to
look forward to. Time indeed flies so fast, one moment we are preparing for spring and then on the
blink of an eye tadaaahh everyone is clamoring for
that summer body.
Spring gives a lot of beautiful gifts – but none of it
would ever compare to the color it gives. You look at
your window and see pale yellow, purple and pink
flowers stippling the grass and trees. That view is
indeed priceless. Whether they are tulips, daffodils,
or irises all these spring flowers are living reminder
of the good that is to come.
Color convey different moods and feelings. And
for this season, let us explore the color trend that is
expected to dominate the center stage. Colors that
you might find useful for the gram or your interiors.
Because it is of everyone’s knowledge that trend for
interior and designs goes hand-in-hand with fashion
industry. This year’s Spring/Summer Fashion color
is set to characterized colors that reflects hope and
optimism - very timely and relevant for this very
challenging times that affects lives and business globally. May this color trend uplift the vibe of everyone
seeking reason to move forward from a trying times
such as this global pandemic. Slay everything with
these accent colors inspired by floral hues and nature.

Pantone color description for Mint
by The Pantone Color Institute:
Tasty Mint that refreshes and restores

Pantone color description for Cerulean
by The Pantone Color Institute:
The color of the sky on a clear serene day

Pantone color description for Marigold
by The Pantone Color Institute:
Comforting golden orange for
warming presence

10 |
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Pantone color description for Rust by The
Pantone Color Institute:
The color of the sky on a clear serene day

Pantone color description for Iluminating by The Pantone Color Institute:
A promise of sunny day that lies
ahead. Friendly and joyful – an
optimistic yellow

Pantone color description for
Raspberry Sorbet by The
Pantone Color Institute:
Vivifying Raspberry Sorbet
tantalizes
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2

SPRING
SKIN CARE
ROUTINE

LEVEL UP YOUR SPF
After months of waiting! Hoooray Here’s come the
sun. This primary means that it also important to
keep your sunscreens handy. Longer sun exposure
means having to add an SPF amount. Wearing a
sunscreen should be as important as brushing your
teeth. No matter what season we are in – but for
Spring and Summer, a higher SPF count is advisable.
It is important to wear sunscreen that has an SPF of
at least 30 and says broad spectrum on its label. Yes!
Check your label! Don’t forget to reapply based on
what is instructed on the label.

for Gorgeous
Looking Skin

3

During warmer season, our skin tends to hold more
water. Why? Because as temperature ramps up, so
too our skin’s oil production and our skin’s response?
We tend to sweat more. Thus suggests that and is
advised to switch your heavier winter moisturizer for
a water-based one. Water based moisturizer works in
order to prevent over saturating your skin and clogging your pores.

H

ooray! After that long, frigid temperature
that prevents you from spending time in
great outdoors. Guess what? We made it to Spring.
This means being outside is fun again. Don’t get us
wrong, pretty sure winter gives you a lot to remember. Who would ever forget the snowman you’ve
built in your backyard plus the snow angels you’ve
made with your friends. Truly every season gives us
a lot to look forward to and a lot of memories to remember. Spring gives us more hours of shimmering
daylight. In warmer temperatures, one could actually
feel the sunlight heating on his or her skin. You pretty sure miss it right? Finally, after all the sun kisses
deprivation winter have given us, spring can romance
us with all the sunkisses we all want. Together, let us
embrace the upcoming season. Embrace Spring in
an arms wide open. But wait, there’s more! Changing
season mean more than just a switch in your wardrobes. This will require you as well a bit of updates in
terms of your skin care routine. Have you figured out
already how you’re skin is going to cope up in this
new season transition? Well worry no more because
we got you covered. We’ve identified some skin care
tips and practices that you might want to consider
in order to achieve that healthy glowing skin as we
embark to the new season.

12 |
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A LITTLE LIGHTER MOISTURIZER

1

4

JUMP START THE SEASON WITH
SOME EXFOLIATION

Buff away the winter skin! And the best way to do it?
By exfoliation. Let’s all get real that exfoliation during
winter may somehow cause skin to look dry and
irritated. Glowing skin may not be that easily attainable during the winter season as compare to spring.
Shed off that dry, flaky and dull skin as we enter this
new season. Exfoliation plays an important role in
removing dirt, waste and dead skin cells. It is vital in
keeping your skin bright and healthy. With that being
said, it is important that you consider gentle exfoliating cleanser.
Exfoliating doesn’t necessarily has to be done on a
daily basis. It is advised to do exfoliation two to three
times a week in order to leave your skin looking
smooth and radiant.

STOP OVERDOING YOUR MAKE-UP

The fact is, make up can significantly enhance your
features. But overdoing it especially on such a warmer weather may be detrimental for your skin as they
may clogged your pores which in turn could lead to
unwanted breakouts. No way! Springtime generally
means a lighter make up. A tinted moisturizer would
make a perfect substitute for a heavy foundation.
Your personal make up choice is vital for the health
of your skin. Be sure to look after those make up
products that claims to be a mineral make up without parabens and mineral oil. Plus, the golden rule!
Do not forget to take it off at the end of the day.

5

TIME TO DECLUTTER

6

STAY HYDRATED!

Spring-cleaning it is. All those products – the one’s
sitting at the back of your shelf? Check onto it. These
products can be well beyond their best before dates.
It is suggested throw anything that is over six months
old. Old products, when used, can host buildup
of bacteria resulting unnecessary breakouts. Your
makeup sponge and brushes? Would you agree that it
is in most cases tends to be overlooked? Oh no! They
might possibly one of the culprits on your unwanted
breakouts. Our piece of advice? Wash your sponge
and brushes once a week with regular soap and dry it
blow-dryer afterwards. This simple acts of yours can
have such a big impact on your skin.

Hydration is just as important for your skin as it is in
the winter. – No let me rephrase it, it is vital whole
year round! Drinking water is vital and is essential
for good health. Your body needs water for almost
every function it does. Drinking plenty of water aids
in flushing toxins, aiding with digestion, regulating
body temperature and keeping your skin healthy and
hydrated from the inside. Level up your H20 game
this Spring, why not try spa water? Cucumbers,
lemon and mint are classic spa water combos. Watch
our varieties of DIY detox water recipes to get you
started.

BEFORE AND AFTER MAGAZINE MAY 2022
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INTERVIEW

EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW WITH

Lady Renae

Royalty inside
my DNA

"

Understanding that what you
want to do is possible, that you
are capable, and that the only
limit you have is your willingness
to put in the effort.

facial oil of
the month

Tell us your story!
I became curious about my roots shortly after my
25th birthday. I received my Ladyship Title and
the book "Haile Selassie I, Silver Jubilee'. When a
Monarch celebrates their Silver Jubilee, it signifies
twenty-five years of reign. So I asked my mother and
father's family if we had royal connections, and I
learned that I'm of a royal heritage from both sides.

PILI NUT OIL FOR BEAUTIFUL SKIN

How did you get involved with B&A?
What led you to it?
Health is important, and I like to stay healthy. I'm
into natural ingredients so that sold me on our
brand. I love that we are sustainable and are inspired
by Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt as well. Reading our
blog posts, burning the Energy Boost candle, dabbing the 24k Gold facial oil and moisturizer onto my
skin and spritzing the Destress toner, all keep me
moving in the direction of a healthier me. Taking
care of your skin is one of the easiest (and most satisfying) ways to show yourself some love and well-being. Health, happiness, and productivity are at the
top of most people's lists and we help you find that
with our lovely vegan products.
14 |
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Which Female TV Character Has Inspired
You The Most?
Jessica Pearson on Suits. She's one of the most powerful women in her industry. While some believe Jessica to be flawless, take a closer look and see she's just
like us. As the actress who plays her Gina Torres says:
“Jessica Pearson isn’t a unicorn. She’s not a mythological creature. She’s an example of so many women out
there that are ruling their part of the world and doing
an incredible job.” Her character is one of the most
powerful roles in television, and the show and spinoff
are shining examples of how an ambitious woman
can conquer the business world.

The trend for beauty oils continues to take the center stage in the beauty industry. From argan oil to rosehip oil to jojoba oil, each one possesses a miracle benefit that begs to be part of your day-to-day skincare regimen. More
oils are getting developed because of varieties of skin concerns.
WHAT IS PILI NUT OIL?
Pili nut oil is extracted from the pili nuts native to
Southeast Asian regions. The nut itself is believed
to have a high content of nutrients and protein. The
fruits have a hard shell that colors dark and has thick
skin. The nut kernel, on the other hand, consists of
a high content of phosphorus, calcium, manganese,
protein, fats, and potassium. Its high content of antioxidants is believed to help enhance the lipid profile.
The oil when extracted is light yellowish in nature.

To add more to that, the oil is said to be anti-viral,
anti-microbial, and anti-bacterial. It fights the foreign
bodies in the skin on a different level. Many of our
skin issues aren’t just caused by a single element, our
skin issues resulted from the effects of a combination
of irritants. Like pimples, that alone is not caused by
a single element, it is caused by the combination of
oil, sweat, and dirt.

BEFORE AND AFTER MAGAZINE MAY 2022
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INTERVIEW

Failure is something we are all afraid of.
Tell me about a time you failed and the
lesson you learned
A few years ago, a bad trading experience led me to
the Yes Supply Method (a mindset certification), where
I discovered how our subconscious mind works and
NLP, EFT, and Hypnotherapy. I came out of that
class with an entirely new perspective on life. Our
success involves keeping emotions out of the game
and triumphing over the self-sabotage that can get
in the way of reaching your goals. When things don't
go according to plan - you have the choice of giving
up or tweaking and improving. Sometimes, failure
is a good thing. Many times, if we don’t fail, we will
never get the chance to see what happens when we
triumph.

What Does Being Self-Empowered Mean
to you?
Self-empowerment is about being confident in your
ability to impact your life positively. Each of us is
proud of our unique strengths—they’re who we are
as individuals. But sometimes we can have selfdoubt. With self-empowerment, you start living with
a healthy recognition of who you are. Understanding that what you want to do is possible, that you
are capable, and that the only limit you have is your
willingness to put in the effort. Taking some time
aside to identify what is important to you, and taking
bold action to make it happen -- drawing your power
from within.

You are very busy; how do you take care
of yourself and maintain good mental
health?
All of us lead busy lives, and few of us get to delegate
some of that work to others. We’re constantly filling
our overflowing calendars with meetings and activities, trying to balance our work and family responsibilities, and working to stay motivated. Becoming a
person of higher self-care is an empowering decision.
Mind and body go hand-in-hand and benefit from
self-care. A few things I do are; healthy eating and
exercise regimen, guided meditations, and home spa
days. These are very effective ways to practice selfcare. It's a chance to slow down and focus on myself.
It's a reminder that I deserve some luxurious “me
time". It makes a positive difference in my emotional
and physical well being.

PILI NUT OIL HYDRATES SKIN
Pili oil is rich in fatty acids such as oleic acid which
helps calm, balance, and help repair skin, and linoleic
acid which helps the skin’s barrier stronger so it can
keep water and irritants out, keeping skin hydrated
and healthy. Another good thing is that linoleic acid
is also vital in reducing acne and breakouts. The Fatty acid content of the extracted oil from pili plays a
great role in keeping the skin moisturized and fresh.

PILI NUT OIL FOR YOUNGER-LOOKING
SKIN

PILI NUT OIL HELPS STIMULATE COLLAGEN
PRODUCTION

Of all the beauty oils that have been thoroughly
discussed by us. Have you taken some time already
which among those you think would perfectly works
for your skin concern? If not, then you still have tons
of time to decide and do your research, after all it is
your skin that will solely benefit from it.

Pili oil’s high vitamin A with both retinoid and carotenoid are effective in stimulating collagen production
keeping the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles at
bay. Vitamin A, as we all know is an essential vitamin
that supports skin, eye, and immune function. Retinol is essential in stimulating the production of new
skin cells. On the other hand, carotenoids are high
in antioxidants that may aid in the prevention of cell
damage and premature skin aging.

BEFORE AND AFTER MAGAZINE MAY 2022

PILI NUT OIL HELPS KEEP SKIN
MOISTURIZED
Pili oil has a high vitamin E content, a fat-soluble
essential nutrient with anti-inflammatory properties.
Vitamin E is an excellent moisturizer for dry and
patchy areas of the skin. On the other hand, Vitamin
E being an antioxidant makes it essential in combating the effects of free radicals caused by environmental aggressors.

"

Stay ahead of the curve, keep growing,
and always seek opportunities to advance
your skills and learn new ones.
What advice would you give to the next
generation of female leaders?
If I had only one piece of advice, it's to have mentors
to guide you in this new, exciting chapter of your life.
I was lucky enough to have good and experienced
people who helped me. The world is doing a wonderful job of giving space to women and in so doing,
is helping to change history. Stay ahead of the curve,
keep growing, and always seek opportunities to advance your skills and learn new ones. Then be willing
to teach others everything, and also help them overcome the initial difficulties–the doubts they have, the
series of rejections they may experience, and other
challenges. Be a beacon of wisdom in your social
interactions.
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All the skin benefitting properties that the pili oil
has all get down to promoting the overall skin glow
from skin tone, to skin firmness. The antioxidant
properties, hydrating and moisturizing factors, and
the stimulation of collagen production play a great
role in keeping the skin young-looking. Keeping the
fine lines and wrinkles at bay. Say hello to a younger-looking skin.

Instagram:
Twitter:
Facebook:

@renae
@renae
fb.com/renae
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6 CLEVER WAYS TO
EAT HEALTHY ON A BUDGET

The term healthy living connotes an expensive meaning to some. If you are someone who
is mostly in charge of doing the groceries and budgeting you probably know that there
is indeed a price difference between a normal consumer good to a healthier version of it.
Eating healthy when you are dealing with a costly condition with budget constrain could be
very challenging. Eating nutritious food is of the essence in all aspects of your life. It directly
affects your health and as well as adds up to beautiful skin.
That is why keep in mind that budget constrain should not stop you from eating healthy and sacrificing nutrition. With a little bit of knowledge and cheat sheets, you can enjoy healthy, nutritious
food without breaking the bank. Once you’ve mastered this, you can align your healthy eating
habits with your fitness goals.

A MEAL PLAN WOULD SAVE YOU A LOT
To avoid unnecessary purchases. Planning ahead
would sure save you a lot. It all starts with scanning
your fridge and cabinets to check what you already
have to avoid duplicating certain ingredients. Another smart move to do is to plan meals based on what
you currently have in stock with you. Only purchase
what you can consume in a given point of time to
avoid foods from being wasted.
STICK TO YOUR LIST
Since you’ve planned your meal already, the next
thing you’re going to do is to stick through it. As the
famous Star Wars saying goes by, “May the force be
with you”.
Here’s a little cheat sheet for you when you are doing
your grocery to avoid being sidetracked. As a general
rule of thumb, try to begin sourcing your needs first
at the perimeter of the grocery store as this is generally where foods are placed. By this, you can have all
your carts filled with the necessary stuff already.
COOK AT HOME AND PACK YOUR LUNCH
Cooking at home could save you twice as much. If
you’ll come to think of it, the price of your meal for 2
in a restaurant could suffice a meal for a member of a
family.

We’ve got you all pretty much covered up. So, the next time you’ll take healthy snacking for
granted. Think some more! Grab a pen and paper near you as you sure would want to list all
these clever ways to eat healthy without having to spend that much penny. Ready now to be a
wise
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Make your healthy eating more personal with you
preparing your own meals. Alongside cooking is
packing your own lunch as eating out may be expensive, especially if done on a regular basis. Having
your meals packed could be very less expensive.
Adopt cooking a large meal at home so that the
family could have a steady lunch to bring with them
as well.

REPLACE MEAT WITH ANOTHER SOURCE
OF PROTEINS
It is not totally getting rid of meats on your list instead cutting down or eating less of it may be another
good way to eat healthy on a budget. Try replacing
meat once, twice, or thrice a week with other protein-rich foods such as beans, legumes, eggs, or
canned fish. A cheap yet nutritious source of protein.
Kindly note that protein is needed by our body as
it aids in the bone and muscle repair to make hormones and enzymes.
BUY FROZEN FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Fresh fruit and vegetables are usually sourced in
season only a few months per year, and they’re generally expensive. On the other note, frozen fruits and
vegetables are usually just as nutritious as their fresh
counterparts, available whole year-round, and are is
generally cheaper. Frozen produce products are great
for smoothies, oatmeal toppings, or even yogurt.
Plus, you do not have to worry about getting it all
worn out in just a few days as you can literally have
it stocked in your fridge for quite some time without
having to worry about it losing its freshness.
AVOID BUYING HIGHLY PROCESSED
What is healthy eating without getting rid of highly
processed foods? Apart from they bring no good to
your health, you might as well be surprised by how
much you are paying for highly processed foods like
soda, cookies, and ready-made meals. Divert your
spending to higher quality, nutrient rich whole foods.
Bear in mind that eating highly processed foods
could eventually cost you much as too much consumption of it can lead to various health conditions.
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8 WAYS TO BOOST
YOUR MENTAL HEALTH

Given the many researches explaining about mental health. There are no exact same
explanation why you feel what you feel. You yourself, don’t have to explain it either.
Your feeling are always valid.

W

e all go through different phases in our lives – and some of those phases left us affected for quite
such time. Along with it comes, stress, anxiety, or fear of the unknown – that in the bottom line, affects your mental health. We feel you, we’ve been through that as well. This may spoil you a bit, or you might
think that things are easier said than done but just a simple reminder that things will work out eventually. Do
not be too hard on yourself.
Bear this in mind, the most important thing here is you are trying to cope up. Recognize that every day you
are winning the battle just by simply getting up.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE TIPS
THAT WE BELIEVE COULD
HELP YOU BOOSTING YOUR
MENTAL HEALTH
1. Spend time with nature

Who could ever go wrong with spending time with
nature? The sea breeze, the sound of the chirping
birds, the wind itself, little dose of sunshine, or just
by simply walking or running around a park. Just
the thought of it pretty sure excites you. From a
study conducted by Psychology Today published last
2019, it was found out that nature-based recreation
contributes to the improvement of mental health
in the areas of general well-being while significantly aiding in the potential decreasing symptoms of
anxiety, stress and depression. Being outside in the
sun can also boost mood just by getting natural dose
of Vitamin D. (Hep-hep! But be sure to wear your
sunscreens, okay?)

2. Exercise and Exercise and Exercise

Whether we are talking about physical or mental
health - doing exercise should always be on top of
your list. Some of you would pretty much agree that
20 |
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given the fact that exercising is beneficial on our
over-all well being. You know it right? But guilty that
some of us fail to incorporate it on our day to day
lives. Push yourself to get up early in the morning.
Go for a walk or run allow yourself to breathe in
fresh air. Exercise releases endorphins which in turns
help boost the mood.

3. Sleep well

Agree that staying all night, binge watching your favorite nextflix series is tempting – a short reward for
a tiring day right? But is a punishment on yourself
the following day. The heavy feeling the next day, the
feeling that you want to be glued on your bed. Is that
how you want your usual day to be? Did you know
that not getting enough amount of sleep reduces
your ability to concentrate? Would you agree? Do
you feel the same dilemma? Now is the time to adopt
to healthy sleep habits. You might want to follow
these recommendations given by The National Sleep
foundation in achieving sound sleep at night. (1)
Stick to the same sleep schedule of the same bedtime
and wake up time and (2) Sleeping on a comfortable
mattress and pillow. Getting a good night’s sleep will
not only make you feel better the next day, but it
also beneficial for you in avoiding variety of health
problems.

4. Eat well

Eating well means eating a healthy and balanced diet.
Caring for your well-being is a long term commitment – you yourself will solely benefit from it. Your
brain, being one of the busiest organs in your body
needs the right kind of fuel in order to keep it functioning properly. Make it a habit to food rich in vitamins, minerals and antioxidants as it helps improve
your mood and promotes cognitive function.

5. Put it on paper

You can never go wrong with journaling. This may
sound outdated because of the birth of modern technologies. But seriously, put it on paper. Write down
your thoughts, your plans, and your goals – document everything. There is no right or wrong way in
journaling – you can be creative in expressing your
thoughts, or just plain simple – all up to you.
From the study conducted by Psychology Today
published early 2020 it was then found out that and is
proven that journaling plays great role in improving
you well-being – not only minds benefit from it but
your physical health too. In some counseling practices, they incorporated journaling as part of therapy.
And the result? Clients have experienced reduction
in anxiety and depression.

HEALTHY TIPS...

According to Dr. Nevins from American Osteophatic
Association, Incorporating yoga to meditation and
breathing helps improves one’s mental well-being
– because it creates mental clarity and calmness,
increases body awareness; relieves chronic stress
patterns, relaxes minds and sharpens concentration.

6. Do some relaxing routine every week

Staying indoors during this most uncertain time
opens up to you exploring what more you can do to
make staying out home more fun. Do not dwell too
much on the negative side of any situation, instead
why don’t you try some self-soothing techniques
such as meditation or yoga. This may serve as a
wonderful complementary practice to therapy. It is
good that you have something to look forward to
every week. According to Dr. Nevins from American
Osteophatic Association, Incorporating yoga to meditation and breathing helps improves one’s mental
well-being – because it creates mental clarity and
calmness, increases body awareness; relieves chronic
stress patterns, relaxes minds and sharpens concentration.

7. Social Media Detox

In such a modern time such as this – staying away
from phone is quite a challenge. But social media
nowadays is creating more harm than good. That is
why it is advisable that you allow yourself to breath
from all the unnecessary information the social media have been bombarding you with. Create boundaries on putting away your phone on a certain time
each day or better allocate a phone free day every
once in a while. Focus on what is right in front of
you – Do not indulge yourself too much from what
you see online. Give your brain a break from being
constantly stimulated by different information and
images – this somehow affects and overwhelm your
thought process.

8. Set new goals

Do something that will keep and push you from
doing. The feeling of being accomplished towards
something is incomparable. Big or small set new
goals. Just make sure they are realistic and attainable.
The point here is for you to have something to look
forward to, something that challenged you and push
you to step out of your comfort zone.
Do not dwell too much on the things that you think
is dragging you down. Stay present. Do not overwhelm yourself on what might be happening next.
Seize every moment. The reason why rainbow appears every after storm is a gentle reminder that in
life also comes different weather – but here comes
rainbow to remind you that there is hope and better
things are yet to come.
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5

TRENDING BEAUTY TOPICS\

AFTER PANDEMIC

The most uncertain time opens up to new skin care concerns, Maskne being one of the most talked
of the town concerns by both men and women – enough of a thing that the COVID 19 task force of
the American Academy of Dermatology (A.A.D) felt obliged to release advice on the said matter.

What could have been concluded from this matter is
that, no matter what circumstances and time of the
year we are in, beauty concerns always comes top
of the line. That is why skin care and beauty trends
is never stagnant and is always emerging. Let us all
take a look at industry expert’s predictions for the
beauty trends and topics that is expected to take the
center stage even after the surge of this pandemic –
here we go!
1. MORE DEMAND OF BEAUTY TOOLS IN
THE MARKET
Who would have thought that this quarantine would
further enhance and change our beauty product buying patterns? Beauty customers indeed change their
buying habits amid quarantine limitations in order
to mimic the salon experience at home. From study
conducted by SPATE – Data Science for Trends,
There are four beauty tools that emerged during
the pandemic mainly (1) at home beauty tools, (2)
purple hair care products, (3) serums and (4) blue
light-blocking skin care. At home beauty tools with
skin care fridge having 203% sales growth followed
by facial steamer with 70% sales growth as of June
2020. Home care will continue to surge. The emergence of these beauty tools gives beauty enthusiast
cheaper maintenance options. Thus, could imply that
this shift in beauty preference will continue to prosper even when lifestyle shifts back to normal.
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4. ELEVATED HYGIENE

5. SKINIMALISM

Don’t get us wrong, everyone is hygienic enough
even during the pre-pandemic period but the paranoia that the global pandemic have given us is indeed
undeniable. Your constant need to keep your hands
sanitized every now and then plus the hand soaps
that you never forget to check out every time you go
out for grocery. Hand soap and sanitizer might not
be the most glamorous beauty categories – but hey! It
keeps you safe during this challenging times. Beauty
brands are starting to add this necessity into their
product lines.

One pandemic and booom, no makeup makeup
is back in the center stage. According to Pinterest
report, users search for getting glowing skin naturally continues to grow year over year. Does this mean
that people are on the move to go away in a digital
age where photo retouching in order to portray
“perfect skin” are very rampant. Pandemic may have
opened our eyes to shy away from those unrealistic
beauty standards and truly embrace the beauty of
being natural. Consumer are on the way to forfeiting
complicated make up routine and is on the look for
skin care products that could further enhance natural
beauty.

2. ADVANCE BLUE LIGHT PROTECTION
If you’re like most people, sure you’ll pretty much
agree that it is your smart phone that you checks
first in the morning and the last thing you check
before you sleep. – We bet you’re guilty! All credit
to the pandemic, just about everything in our lives
has turned digital –so is our consciousness about the
effect of blue light arises. With that in mind, sales for
cosmetic products that claims to be effective in combating the effects of blue light technology continues
to surge and is expected to prosper even during the
post-pandemic period, mainly because of the widespread knowledge consumers are gaining about the
harmful effects of blue light on skin.
3. MASKNE RELATED PRODUCTS
Given this most uncertain time where everyone
is still clueless as to when life would shift back to
normal comes the most talked of the town skin care
concern – maskne, there are no exception to this skin
care concern. Both men and women are experiencing
this. Ditching your mask can never be a good option.
Face coverings are bound to be normalized even on
post-lockdown thus making your skin vulnerable
and still prone to skin irritation. With this in mind
comes the continuous development of varieties of
skin care products from soothing face sprays to face
masks with zinc oxide to face masks made to alleviate the symptoms of wearing mask all these are
made possible with continuous product development
specifically intended to address varieties of skin care
needs.
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EVERYBODY IS
BEACH BODY WITH THIS
20 MIN WORK OUT

One moment it’s Spring and with a blink of an eye
tadaaah! We are heading to Summer. The term itself
evokes good memories in life – when you’re kid you
will solely remember summer as no school and you
get to roam around with your friends whole day, a
carefree life it is. Now that you’re an adult, though
you are require to work, pretty sure you look forward
on those planned summer vacations you have in
your mind since winter. Summer really give memories that is warm and alive. And our favorite? The
one that we really look forward to every summer?
Beach! Yaay! You can finally wear that board shorts
or bikini you’ve been keeping for so long. But wait!
How prepared are you for this upcoming summer?
Are you all ready to flaunt that #summerbodygoals
you’ve been working on? If not, worry no more! We
still have time to catch up. And the good thing about
it is that you can have it done in 20 minutes. Yesss!!!
20 minutes! Working at home? Busy parent? Or
running plenty errands per day? Access to gym may
not be feasible right now because of the restrictions
and social distancing that is being strictly implemented but enough with that excuses. Make the most
out of your staying at home with this 20 Minute
beach body Work out. Be summer ready with this
tried and tested way to get into shape quickly. It is a
combination of cardio and strength – it emphasizes
on getting your heart rate up in short, high-intensity
segments while also building muscle. And the best
part? It requires no equipment. You can improvise
your dumbbells, you can use water bottles, gallons of
water – which you are likely to have on your hand.
Indeed, there is no turning back for that #beachbody
you’ve been longing to have. Follow this work out
plan and do it 3 to 4 times a week to get that results
you’re looking for.

Squats
From standing, bend knees and sink hips back as if
you are about to sit in a chair, bending your elbows
and tucking your arms in toward your chest.
Return to standing. Repeat.
Toe Touch
Keeping legs straight but without locking your knees,
bend forward and touch your toes.
Hold for 10 seconds. Stand. Repeat.

BEGIN WITH A WARM UP – Of course!

Unless you want aching legs and muscles afterwards?
High Knees
From standing, bend and raise your right knee in the
air, clasping it with both hands and pulling it to your
chest before releasing.
Overhead Reach
Standing with feet shoulder-width apart, raise both
arms overhead. Lift right hand as high to the sky as
you can, dropping left shoulder to extend the stretch.
Repeat on opposite side.
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Side Lunge
Stand with feet wider that shoulder-width apart.
Bend right knee and shift weight over to the right
side. Pulse for 15 seconds. Stand straight, then shift
weight to left side. Pulse 15 seconds. Repeat on both
sides.
BEFORE AND AFTER MAGAZINE MAY 2022
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FIRST SET OF CARDIO EXERCISE
Skip rope
The calorie cooker, according to Science daily, a 10
minute skipping rope is equivalent to an 8-minute
mile run. For your 1st Cardio routine, do this skip
rope for about a minute and then followed by a 15
second rest before proceeding to the next step.

Jumping jacks
Jumping jacks balanced out your heart rate and
increases blood circulation all over the body. Do
jumping jacks for about a minute and then another
15 seconds rest. Repeat the process two times.
To sum it all up, your first set of cardio exercise is
composed of Skip rope – rest – jumping jacks – rest
– skip rope – rest – jumping jacks.
Easy right?

For your arms
Pushups what comes into your mind when you heard
of the word pushups? Perhaps it reminded you of
your challenging boot camp class you barely managed to survive. But no matter how much you hate
it, the fact that is good for us is undeniable. It helps
improve our upper-body strength.
For this set of exercise. You are tasked to do 60 sets of
push ups. Oh oh! Don’t be shocked because you will
not be doing it all at once. You have to do it this way.
1 set – 20 pushups
Do it 3 times with 10 seconds rest in between sets.
You can do it right?
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SECOND SET OF CARDIO
EXERCISE

For your legs

Box jump
Plyometric exercise such as jumping push your muscles to the max – which in turns helps increase your
power, strength and speed. Box jumps are plyometric move where you jump from the floor up to an
elevated surface. For this routine, you have to be able
to jump a number of 10 jumps in 60 seconds with 15
seconds rest before proceeding to the next step.

Bavarian split squats
Holding a dumbbell in each hand, stand facing away
from a bench, right leg bent and raised behind you
with your toes resting on the bench surface. Bend
your left knee until your thigh is nearly parallel to the
floor. Straighten. Do 10 reps, then switch sides. 3 sets
total.

Sprint drill
You might think sprinting as just a plain and simple
form of speed training exercise. But it offers more
than just calorie burning. Sprinting naturally increases the body’s endurance strength, making longer cardio and muscle training sessions easier to complete.
It may be hard for you now, but worry no more soon!
For this phase, sprint (or run in place) as fast as you
can for 15 seconds. Rest 15 seconds and do it one
more time before proceeding to the next step.
Box jump – again? Yes again.
For this routine, you have to be able to jump a number of 10 jumps in 60 seconds with 15 seconds rest
before proceeding to the next step.
Burpees
Burpees aims to strengthen the muscles in your legs,
hips, buttocks, abdomen, amrs, chest and shoulders
– a full body calisthenics workout to build muscle
strength and endurance.
For this phase, do burpees for 90 seconds.
To sum it all up, your second set of cardio exercise is
composed of box jump – rest – sprint drill – rest –
box jump – rest – burpees.
Keep going!

Single legs bench sits
Holding a dumbbell in each hand, stand with your
back to a bench. Shift weight to right side and lift
your left leg in front of you. Bend right knee and sink
back until your butt touches to bench. Immediately
straight back up to standing. 10 reps, switch sides. 2
sets.

This might be one of your goal – abs!
20 sets of situps
A 20 sets of sit ups for that abs you’ve been longing
to have. Sit ups is actually a key part to the puzzle in
achieving that six pack abs.
20 sets of crunches
Followed by 20 sets of crunches. The term crunch is
often associated with sit ups, but they are bit different. Though they both start in the same lying on
your back position, sit ups requires you to lift your
entire torso while on the other hand, crunches only
requires you to lift your shoulders and upper back in
a quicker motion and is more repetitive.
So, how do you find the routine? Do you think you
can do it? Of course you could! Do not forget to tag
us on that on that beach body ready of yours, Okay?
Okay!
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